
Smart Helmet
Bluetooth Phone
Bluetooth Speaker
2K Video Recorder
8 Million Pixel Camera
Wi-Fi Transmission
Full Time Monitoring



exclusively smart management chip, as long 
as 180min continuous shooting, 2000mAh 

battery



App
Via the App, riders can control the video, take pictures 

and retrospect the wonderful images. 

20m
The effective

distance reaches



Bluetooth speaker
Bluetooth 4.0

The built-in Bluetooth speaker can play HD music
Recreation and safety complement each other



Wifi transmission
The built-in wifi modules enable it to connect to mobile 
phones and indoor network hot spot so that you can share 
the wonderful videos to kinds of social media.



One key to answer phone
Just click the answer key and have a clear call. Freeing both hands ensures

safe riding. Specially designed de-noise microphone is able to filter external environment 
noise to guarantee a clear call during riding.

Bluetooth
headset

Click to 
answer



Full-time Monitoring
It supports real-time recording 24h per day in anyplace.



2K resolution HD camera shooting 
2G4P All Glass lens

field angle control chromatic aberration and 
shadin correction

spherical aberration 
and field curvature 

correction

warm and cool 
colour filter

chromatic aberration and 
spherical aberration correction



One key to shoot, 150°field of view
150°view-shed accompanying camera enables riders to take pictures or video. 

Keeping records of riding scenery with one key to control, C5 presents a supreme 
and impeccable picture. 



Unibody, premium materials
Complying with material standards of CPSC

Item weight only 425g Weight and safety in a golden ratio
Protect riders safety effectively



Off-road riding

It will keep record of express or food-delivery staff’s working operation and monitor their trips. 
More importantly, it can clarify traffic accident dispute quickly with the instant evidence.

rock climbing

Ski diving

exclusively anti-shake design
WYSIWYG



C5 Basic parameters

Battery

2000mAh

Range

180min

Video resolution

2304*1296px

Camera pixel

8 Million

Waterproofing grade

IP54
Max external storage

128GB

Applicable head girth

21-25inch

Lens viewing angle(wide angle)

150°

*support：Call / WIFI / Bluetooth / App


